New Titles
Westminster Law Library

November 2004

Select a Subject  Go

Business Associations  top

Blumberg on corporate groups / Phillip I. Blumberg ... [et al.].
New York, NY : Aspen Publishers, c2005-
KF1465 .B59  faculty request

Corporate finance and the securities laws / Charles J. Johnson, Jr., Joseph McLaughlin.
KF1428 .J58 2004  faculty request

Limited liability companies : a state-by-state guide to law and practice.
[Eagan, MN] : Thomson/West, c2003-
KF1380 .C3512  faculty request

Starting and managing a nonprofit organization : a legal guide / Bruce R. Hopkins.
KF1388 .H66 2005  faculty request

Colorado


Constitutional Law

KF5402 .B54 2004

faculty request


BV741 .F82 2002

faculty request


KF4749 .L49 2004

faculty request


E93 .M5818 2004

faculty request

Introduction to tribal legal studies / Justin B. Richland and Sarah Deer. Walnut Creek, CA : AltaMira Press, c2004.

KF8205 .R53 2004

faculty request


KF4772 .N52 2004

faculty request
Race, culture, psychology, & law / editors, Kimberly Holt Barrett, William H. George.

Racial profiling / Fred C. Pampel.

Religion and the American constitutional experiment / John Witte, Jr.

The democratic constitution / Neal Devins and Louis Fisher.


The judicial veto / by Horace A. Davis.


Tribal criminal law and procedure / Carrie E. Garrow and Sarah Deer. Walnut Creek, CA: AltaMira Press, c2004.

Control of Social Activities/Science & the Arts  


Yale journal of law and technology [electronic resource]. [New Haven, Conn. : Yale Law School, c2001-

Courts and Procedure  


Criminal Law and Procedure  


Western criminology review [electronic resource]. Rohnert Park, Calif.: Western Society of Criminology, 1998-


Climate change and biodiversity / edited by Thomas E. Lovejoy and Lee Hannah. 

Common waters, diverging streams : linking institutions to water management in Arizona, California, and Colorado / William Blomquist, Edella Schlager, and Tanya Heikkila. 

Environmental law and policy : nature, law, and society / Zygmunt J.B. Plater ... [et al.]. 

Land conservation financing / Mike McQueen, Ed McMahon. 

North America's environment : a thirty-year state of the environment and policy retrospective / UNEP, in cooperation with CEC, IISD, WRI. 
KF5505.Z9 P53 2003  

TD345.H93 2004  

HD1691.B57 2004  

KF5624.W485 2004  

Foreign and Comparative Law  
KJE947.M38 2004


How does law protect in war? : cases, documents, and teaching materials on contemporary practice in international humanitarian law / Marco Sassoli and Antoine A. Bouvier ; in co-operation with Laura M. Olson ... [et al.]. Geneva : International Committee of the Red Cross, 1999.

International law and sustainable development : principles and practice / by Nico Schrijver & Friedl Weiss, editors ; with a foreword by Burno Simma ; and with a preface by Kamal Hossain. Leiden ; Boston : M. Nijhoff, c2004

Manitoba reports (Online); "The Manitoba reports [electronic resource] : containing reports of cases decided in the Court of Queen's Bench for Manitoba."

Mexican labor law summary / by Francisco Brena Garduno.

Nepal, between a rock and a hard place : civilians struggle to survive in Nepal's civil war / [report authored by Peter Bouckaert].

Ode (New York, N.Y.)
New York NY : Ode USA LLC, 2003-


Restorative justice / edited by Declan Roche.
Rudden and Wyatt's EU treaties and legislation / edited by Derrick Wyatt. 
KJE916 .B37 2004

The 2004 guide to competition and antitrust law. 
K3850 .G85 2004

The American tradition of international law : great expectations, 1789-1914 / Mark Weston Janis. 
KF4581 .J36 2004

The Elgar companion to the economics of property rights / edited by Enrico Colombatto. 
HB701 .E445 2004

The future of transnational civil litigation : English responses to the ALI/UNIDROIT Draft Principles and Rules of Transnational Civil Procedure / 
edited by Mads Andenas ... [et al.]. With forewords by the Rt Hon Lord Goff of Chieveley, Professor Michael 
K7614.8 F88 2004

The global environment : institutions, law, and policy / edited by Regina S. Axelrod, David Leonard Downie, Norman J. Vig.


General/Reference

African journal of legal studies (Online) Ottawa, Ontario: Africa Law Institute, c2004-

Malaya law review (Online)
Singapore : Faculty of Law, University of Singapore, c1962-1990.

New York Law School review (Online)

Peabody law review (Online)
Portland, Me. : Law Review Association of Peabody Law School, c1937-1941.

Seton Hall law journal (Online)
Newark, N.J. : Seton Hall University, School of Law, [1968-1969]

Singapore journal of legal studies (Online)
Singapore : Faculty of Law, National University of Singapore, [1991-

University of Malaya law review (Online)

West's general digest. Eleventh series : a digest of all current decisions of the American courts as reported in the National Reporter System and other standard reports : including descriptive-word index [and] table of cases : continuing the Eleventh Dece
St. Paul, MN : Thomson/West, c2004-

Intellectual Property


International Law


Labor and Employment Law


KF250 .L3913 2004

KF250 .P73 2004

KF285 .H46 2004

KF266 .O94 2004

KF245 .U58 2004


Legal Thought and History


Richard B. Morris and American history in the twentieth century / Philip Ranlet.  
E175.5 .M67 2004  

Social organization of law / edited by Austin Sarat.  
K370 .S643 2004  

K370 .S645 2004  

The communitarian reader : beyond the essentials / edited By Amitai Etzioni, Drew Volmert, And Elanit Rothschild.  
HM758 .C65 2004  

The handbook of negotiation and culture / edited by Michele J. Gelfand and Jeanne M. Brett.  
BF637.N4 H365 2004  

The law and ethics of restitution / Hanoch Dagan.  
KF1244 .D34 2004


Medico-Legal


Psychiatry, psychology, and law (Online) [Melbourne, Vic.]: Australian Academic Press, 1994-
National Defense/Military Law
top

Naval law review (Online)
Alexandria, VA : Office of the Judge Advocate General, Dept. of the Navy, [1986-
K14 .A85                      faculty request

New Zealand armed forces law review (Online)
Palmerston North, N.Z. : Armed Forces Law Association of New Zealand, c2001-
K14 .E72                      faculty request

Property top

The American Bar Association guide to wills & estates : everything you need to know about wills, estates, trusts & taxes.
KF750.Z9 A47 2004                      faculty request

Regional Planning top

Saving the ranch : conservation easement design in the American West / Anthony Anella and John B. Wright.
Regulated Industries and Activities


South Dakota codified laws. Court rules. 
[Eagan, Minn.] : Thompson/West, 1999-
KFS3030.5.M5 A7

KFW4742.6.A65 W92 2003

Tax and Finance

KF6584 .K365 2004

KF6276.594.A15 A47 2004

KF6289.A1 T35 no.954-3rd
CFCs--Foreign base company income (other than FPHCI) / this portfolio is a revision by Lowell D. Yoder. [Washington, D.C.] : Tax Management Inc., c2004-

CFCs--Foreign personal holding company income / by Lowell D. Yoder. [Washington, D.C.] : Tax Management Inc., c2004-


Torts

The digital person: technology and privacy in the information age / Daniel J. Solove.

**Transportation and Communication**

Journal of broadcasting & electronic media (Online)
Washington, DC: Broadcast Education Association, 1985-

Journal of broadcasting (Online)
[Washington, etc. : Broadcast Education Association, etc.], 1956-1984.